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A B S T R A C T

The neural-based interactive dialogue system focuses on engaging and retaining humans in long-lasting conversations. This has been explored for a variety of goal-oriented dialogue domains, such as education, healthcare, entertainment, sports, and politics. To develop an understanding and awareness of social and cultural norms, and to address specific social skills, we need to invent strategies for building interactive systems that take into account the user's emotions and relevant facts in a multi-turn conversation. In this paper, we propose a new neural generative model that combines step-wise co-attention with a self-attention-based transformer network along with an emotion classifier to jointly control emotion and knowledge transfer during response generation. Quantitative, qualitative, and human evaluation results on the benchmark Topical Chat and the CMU_DoG dataset show that the proposed models can generate natural and coherent sentences, capturing essential facts with considerable improvement over emotional content.

1. Introduction

Chatbots are on the rise due to their ability to mimic conversations on several topics which often require social, emotional, and cognitive skills to encourage interactive conversations with the target audience. In recent years, there has been an increasing focus on creating neural-based conversational systems that operate in an open-domain setting. Generative neural networks that use Seq2Seq mechanisms, such as those described in previous studies [1–4], often struggle to accurately mimic human conversations. They tend to produce uninteresting, monotonous, and formulaic responses, such as “I’m not sure”, “That’s interesting”, and “That’s a good question”.

Therefore, for many natural language generation (NLG) tasks, semantic understanding is crucial, particularly when it is supported by real-world knowledge or commonsense. To create an effective open-domain dialogue generation system, it is necessary to incorporate the pertinent themes, objects, and connections referenced in the user’s input while generating an appropriate response. Unlike structured databases, conversational datasets require the ability to comprehend relevant knowledge from a range of sources, such as Wikipedia documents and news articles. For instance, as illustrated in Table 1, each statement in the conversation is linked to several sentences that provide information related to the conversation’s subject from various sources, including Wikipedia.

Agent 2’s response, “Apparently, 80 percent of the earth’s natural forests have already been destroyed. It is depressing to me”, uses the unstructured data available to it. The objective here is not task completion as in traditional dialogue systems, but to build a high-quality information-seeking conversational system. Previous research efforts on building knowledge-driven dialogue systems have primarily focused on augmenting the grounded knowledge associated with each utterance to the input of the traditional Seq2Seq model [5,6]. In addition to grounding conversations with real-world knowledge, conversational datasets now incorporate a variety of other types of information, including human emotions. The user’s emotional state is a critical indicator for the system to produce more satisfying, intelligent, and social responses.

It is essential to generate responses that not only align with the topic of the user’s input but also address and validate any emotions expressed in the user’s query. For instance, in Table 1, the response “That is sad for sure. Sad that people are the cause of it too” is more rewarding because it attends to users’ inherent feelings and emotions in a more affecting way. An emotionally intelligent conversational agent can improve the user experience by providing them with an interesting conversation that can effectively acknowledge their emotional needs. [7] introduces EmoKbGAN, a novel conversational model that harnesses a knowledge base and emotion labels to craft engaging dialogues. Comprising a transformer-based language model and twin discriminators, it Oversees the generation procedure.
Instead of the traditional maximum likelihood estimation, they advocate for multi-attribute discriminator training to guide the learning. Although such advancements have been pivotal, existing models like EmoKbGAN often have limitations in handling vast unstructured knowledge bases, particularly when trying to assimilate dynamic conversational contexts. In contrast to these antecedent endeavors, our approach pivots on the co-attention architecture to adeptly manage unstructured databases like Wikipedia within dialogues.

This study introduces a new approach for constructing a neural conversation model based on knowledge and emotional labels, which aims to sustain extended conversations with users. The encoder utilizes a sequential positional self-attention-based transformer framework with a step-wise co-attention mechanism to encode the multi-turn dialogues. It consists of two positional self-attention blocks that replace Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) for modelling data dependencies, and a context-knowledge co-attention block to simultaneously attend to both context and related knowledge, thereby effectively integrating multiple knowledge sources into the multi-turn conversations. The decoder is motivated by the prior research of [8] that generates the target response in two phases. The first phase involves a decoder that generates responses by taking into account the context, whereas in the second phase, the decoder considers the knowledge for generation. We further enhance the response generation step by adding a binary classifier which is used as an additional module to guide the training process for emotional dialogue generation.

We evaluate the novel model on both the Document Grounded Conversation dataset [9] and the Topical Chat dataset [10]. We show through our experiments that the generated responses from our approach are capable of inducing emotions and preserving much contextual information. We find that controlling both the knowledge and emotional attributes of a conversation contributes significantly towards the development of highly interactive social chatbots and intelligent dialogue systems. Our findings demonstrate that the suggested approach significantly surpasses the benchmark methods in terms of performance, as evaluated through both automatic and manual means.

The main highlights and characteristics of this work are outlined below:

1. We introduce a co-attention-based dialogue system that seamlessly integrates emotions and knowledge for captivating, topic-aware responses. Our system employs a bi-directional attention network, bridging knowledge-to-utterance and vice versa, optimized for unstructured databases. Additionally, a binary classifier conditioned on emotion labels steers the emotion-centric response generation.

2. The training objective of our model involves minimizing the combined losses from both our co-attention module and the emotion classifier.

3. The emotion classification task is accomplished using a BERT-based model trained on the Topical Chat dataset. The utterances in the Document grounded dataset are then annotated in a semi-supervised manner using this model.

4. Our extensive experiments and evaluations illustrate that our suggested approach efficiently employs real-world knowledge and the user’s emotions to produce more dynamic and captivating dialogues.

2. Related work

Conventional conversational Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems can be grouped into two broad categories, viz. task-oriented [11–14] and open-domain [3,15–17]. Task-oriented dialogue systems are useful when we want to accomplish a specific task by conversing with users using dialogues of shorter lengths. In contrast, open-domain dialogue systems aim to create in-depth and captivating conversations with people about a wide range of topics. The widespread availability of conversational data across various domains has contributed to the significant rise in the popularity of chatbots in recent times [18]. Chatbots are becoming a must-have asset for leading businesses as they are designated to copy human conversations and master social skills that humans have in them naturally like recalling from world knowledge, explainable reasoning, and constructing valid arguments to have a smooth flow of conversation between a user and a bot.

Recently, there has been a surge in the development of open-domain dialogue systems that are capable of engaging in natural conversations with humans on a wide range of subjects, including education, healthcare, politics, and more. These chatbots have gained popularity and have found success in various real-world applications, such as customer assistance, social assistance, and personal assistance. Early chatbots were built using rule-based dialogue systems, such as ELIZA [19] or template-based systems like NJFun [20], Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [21], and statistical methods like Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) [22]. However, these methods are not scalable and time-consuming, making them unsuitable for building chatbots for different domains and applications. Due to the emergence of online communication and the increasing popularity of messaging apps and chatbots, a large amount of conversational data is now available for research purposes. This has led to the development of retrieval-based [23–26] and neural-based [3,16,27–29] methods for the data-driven conversations.

The capabilities of conversational agents can be enhanced by incorporating external knowledge into traditional sequence-based models. [30] created a large conversation dataset grounded on knowledge retrieved from Wikipedia. They demonstrated convincing experiments which proved the usage of knowledge in generating naturally fluent responses. [6] conditioned replies on conversation history and external information to broaden the widely used Seq2Seq technique.
Memory networks and various GAN (Generative adversarial network) based techniques were used to jointly manage dialogue state and knowledge bases [26,31]. However, they did not particularly address the challenge of selecting the most relevant knowledge for conversation generation. This gap highlights the need for models or mechanisms that can adeptly choose pertinent knowledge to support more informed and contextually appropriate dialogues. Since choosing the relevant knowledge is a prerequisite for the success of knowledge-based dialogue systems, [32] proposes a Knowledge Selection method for knowledge-grounded conversation generation. It first calculates the discrepancy between the previously chosen information and the candidate knowledge sentences presented at the current turn. The end-to-end model includes the differential information with or separated from the contextual information to assist in the selection of the final knowledge. The development of an unsupervised method that jointly trains the learning of knowledge selection module along with fine-tuning of the pre-trained model was proposed in [33].

These works exhibit reliance on ample data, which may pose challenges in low-resource settings where such data is scarce. In low resource settings, DRD [34] learns to model dialogue using large-scale unstructured text by first employing two encoders to encode context and knowledge respectively and then uses a disentangled decoder in order to independently process the language, context, and knowledge. Extending the previous work, KAT [35] chooses the right knowledge to be used in generation by first comparing the candidate knowledge presented at the current turn with the previously selected knowledge. The ZRKGC model [36] suggests a double latent variable model that shows both the knowledge relating to a context and response as well as the manner in which the knowledge is conveyed under zero resource situations, where no context-knowledge-response triples are accessible during training.

Understanding various affecting information, such as emotion, sentiment, empathy, etc. is crucial in building robust and human-like conversational systems. In recent times, quite a few approaches have been developed to monitor the emotional aspect while generating the relevant text. The generation of emotionally controlled text can be achieved by manually specifying the target emotion label [37–42]. For instance, the work by [43] proposed Affect-LM, an extension to LSTM for generating emotionally-tinted conversational text across four affect categories. The model allows customization of emotional content in generated sentences, evaluated positively in perception studies for natural emotional sentence generation and grammatical correctness. However, it relies on affective keyword spotting for training, potentially limiting generalization beyond predefined emotional keywords. To generate text for a given sentiment or emoji as the target label, researchers have proposed the use of variational autoencoders (VAEs) [40] and conditional variational autoencoders (CVAEs) [38]. These methods are evaluated by matching the generated emotion with a fixed target emotion. Existing neural conversational models primarily focus on lexico-syntactic aspects, overlooking the affective content crucial in human dialogues. To address this, [44] utilized a continuous, three-dimensional representation of emotions, moving away from the manual specification of target emotion labels.

[45] proposed models for generating text with desired styles by either concatenating the desired emotion with the source input at the time of learning or incorporating emotion in the decoder. More sophisticated models, such as ECM (Emotional chatting machine) [37], extended the Seq2Seq framework by modelling the emotional factor of a sentence using three mechanisms, viz. emotion label embedding, external memory, and internal memory. However, both approaches had the shortcoming of requiring external input or decision-making in determining the emotion to be expressed. [46] provides a complete generative empathetic chatbot built with the help of the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT), which can identify user emotions and respond sympathetically using transfer learning.

Further advancements in empathetic dialogue models [47], which utilizes structured knowledge such as commonsense knowledge and emotional lexical knowledge to construct an emotional context graph. The decoder learns the emotional dependencies using a multitasking framework, utilizing the cross-attention mechanism of the graph-aware transformer and the knowledge-enriched context. Neural style transfer in images is a well-studied problem. Motivated by images, there is a growing interest in developing style transfer algorithms for texts. Binary classifiers are commonly utilized as discriminators, providing a way to transfer properties of a sentence in some domain according to the sentences in the target domain. Using style-based discriminators, [12,48] introduced the stylistic transfer of consumer behaviours, such as courteousness. [49] used a language model as a structured discriminator to allow an efficient and persistent word-level assessment during the training process.

[50] provides an overview of the literature on empathetic dialogue systems. The review identifies three key features that underpin such systems: emotion awareness, personality awareness, and knowledge accessibility. These features allow the system to understand and respond to users in a more empathetic way. In a recent study by [51], the capabilities of ChatGPT, an emerging general artificial intelligence model, were evaluated for text classification on three affective computing problems - big-five personality prediction, sentiment analysis, and suicide tendency detection. The study utilized three baselines, including a robust language model (RoBERTa-base), a legacy word model with pre-trained embeddings (Word2Vec), and a simple bag-of-words baseline (BoW). The results showed that while the RoBERTA trained for a specific downstream task generally had superior performance, ChatGPT still provided decent results that were relatively comparable to the Word2Vec and BoW baselines. Additionally, ChatGPT demonstrated robustness against noisy data, whereas Word2Vec models achieved worse results due to noise. The study concludes that while ChatGPT is a good generalist model capable of achieving good results across various problems without specialized training, it is not as good as a specialized model for a downstream task.

[7] presents a novel conversation model called EmoKbGAN, which utilizes a knowledge base and emotion labels to generate more engaging responses. The model consists of a transformer-based language model and two discriminators that guide the generation process. They propose multi-attribute discriminator training as a replacement for the maximum likelihood estimation objective to supervise the training process. Different from these prior works, we leverage upon the co-attention architecture to handle the unstructured knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia documents in conversations with respect to the following two aspects: (i) using a bi-directional attention network based on a shared similarity matrix in two directions, viz. knowledge-to-utterance as well as utterance-to-knowledge for linking and fusing information from both the knowledge and the utterance words; and (ii) exploiting hierarchical encoding [4] architecture to encode the multiple turns in the conversation.

In our current work, we develop methods for efficiently modelling other attributes that are associated with a conversation. In particular, we build an intelligent dialogue system that generates responses conditioned on emotion and knowledge attributes and hence yields highly proactive conversations between the agent and the user. We use a self-attention-based transformer with a sequential co-attention model to encode multi-turn utterances in a conversation. We add a binary classifier, which is used as an additional module to guide the training process for emotional dialogue generation. We perform our experiments on two publicly available datasets, the knowledge-grounded Topical Chat dataset [10] and Document Grounded Conversation [9], a large open-domain conversational dataset. Our method shows that we can produce more varied and human-like responses.

3. Methodology

In this section, we first define the problem and then describe the proposed method.
3.1. Problem statement

We are given a sequence of $K$ multi-turn utterances $U = u^{(1)}, \ldots, u^{(k)}, \ldots, u^{(K)}$, where $u^{(k)} = u_1^{(k)}, \ldots, u_i^{(k)}, \ldots, u_N^{(k)}$ represents the $I$ words of the $k$-th utterance. Corresponding to each utterance $u^{(k)}$, there is a knowledge base $d^{(k)} = d_1^{(k)}, \ldots, d_j^{(k)}, \ldots, d_J^{(k)}$ with $J$ words, and the sequence of $K$ knowledge bases is denoted by $D = d^{(1)}, \ldots, d^{(k)}, \ldots, d^{(K)}$. The sequence of labelled emotions associated with each utterance is represented as $E = e^{(1)}, \ldots, e^{(k)}, \ldots, e^{(K)}$. The objective is to produce a response $y = u^{(k+1)}$ given the set of previous $k$ knowledge-grounded utterances, knowledge associated with gold response, $d^{(k+1)}$, and its emotion label $e^{(k+1)}$.

In this paper, we introduce an innovative solution for producing appropriate and relevant responses in a conversation using a transformer-based model with a Step-wise Co-attention (STSC) architecture and a binary classifier network. The architecture, as shown in Fig. 1, comprises three essential components: the Self-Attention Block (SA), Step-wise Co-attention Block (SC), and Dual Decoder Block (DD). For additional information, please consult Fig. 2.

1. **Self-Attention Block**: To encode the user utterances and associated knowledge, the Self-Attention (SA) block uses a positional self-attention mechanism described in [52]. In Fig. 1, the self-attention blocks for the $(k-2)$-th, $(k-1)$-th, and $(k)$-th utterances and knowledge sentences are shown at the top.

2. **Step-wise Co-attention Block**: We introduce a Step-wise Co-attention Block (SC) which receives the features of the current utterance $u^{(k)}$ and its corresponding knowledge base $d^{(k)}$ as inputs. The block employs a co-attention mechanism to generate $v^{(k)}$, an intertwined representation of the utterance and its associated knowledge base. The Co-attention Blocks are below the Self-attention block in Fig. 1 to integrate information from different sources.

3. **Dual Decoder Block**: The architecture includes a transformer decoder based on multi-head self-attention, as explained in [8].

The first step of the decoder takes the self-attentive representation of the current utterance $u^{(k)}$ and the output of the step-wise co-attention block as input. This can be seen at the bottom of Fig. 1. The first step decoder relies on the context history for generating responses, while the second step decoder leverages the representation of the knowledge base, $d^{(k+1)}$, associated with the target utterance, $u^{(k+1)}$, to generate more accurate and relevant responses. This approach is inspired by human reasoning, where people often draft their responses based on the preceding statement in a conversation and use background information to refine their answers or ask questions. The dual decoder is designed to improve the coherence of response context and the accuracy of knowledge utilization.

3.2. **Self-attention block**

The most fundamental stage in the majority of natural language processing (NLP) activities is to translate words into numbers so that computers can recognize and decode linguistic patterns. This block utilizes a positional self-attention mechanism [52] to compute a representation of the current utterance and its related knowledge base. Let the input $I_{PU}$ represent the words from the knowledge base where the representation of each word is obtained by using the embedding, $emb$, of the current word, $emb(d_j)$, as well as the positional encoding $PE(j)$ of the $j$th word:

$$I_{PU}^{(k)} = [d_1^{(k)}, \ldots, d_j^{(k)}]$$

$$d_j^{(k)} = emb(d_j) + PE(j)$$

The Self-Attention Block is a stack of $N_x$ identical layers. There are two layers in the SA block. The first layer is a multi-head self-attention function followed by a position-wise fully connected feed-forward network (FFN).

$$SA_j(d^{(k)}) = FFN(MultiHead(I_{PU}^{(k)}, I_{PU}^{(k)} \cdot I_{PU}^{(k)}))$$

where $n = 1, \ldots, N_x$. $x$ is the number of layers in the network. Similarly, we use $SA_j(u^{(k)})$ to denote the current utterance representation.
3.3. Step-wise co-attention block

The generated response often does not need to reflect information from external resources such as Wikipedia, but it needs to combine the knowledge information properly on the basis of fully combining the historical dialogue information. To improve the knowledge performance of dialogue models, we exploit the latent implicit utterance and knowledge information as computed in Section 3.2 by a Step-wise Co-attention mechanism for dialogue context and knowledge information.

This can be easily understood from the example shown in Table 1, the knowledge information of Agent 1 is seen in the utterance spoken by it. The co-attention module returns a vector that is attended by both the information from dialogue history and the most correlative knowledge information which is more fine-grained than existing models.

To build an effective multi-turn knowledge-grounded dialogue system, we utilize a Step-wise Co-attention [53] based encoder for encoding the context utterances as well as the associated knowledge incrementally. We use the positional self-attention block to obtain the attended features of utterance and knowledge: $B_{\theta}^{k} = S\text{A}_{d}(d^{(k)})$ and $U_{\theta}^{(k)} = S\text{A}_{d}(d^{(k)})$. Using the attended features, we compute the similarity scores corresponding to all the pairs of words from the knowledge base and utterance words: $S_{\theta} = (B_{\theta}^{k})^T U_{\theta}^{(k)}$

**Bidirectional Attention Mechanism**

We then compute the attention weights, $A_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)}$, across the knowledge base for every word in the context utterance by normalizing the similarity scores row-wise, and column-wise to get the attention weights, $A_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)}$, across the context utterances for every word in the knowledge base, i.e., $A_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)} = \text{softmax}(S_{\theta})$ and $A_{B_{\theta}}^{(k)} = \text{softmax}(S_{\theta}^T)$.

**Co-attention:** Next, we calculate the attention vectors of the context utterances with respect to each word of the knowledge base.

$$C_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)} = U_{\theta}^{(k)} A_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)}$$

Lastly, we compute $C_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)}$, a co-dependent representation of the utterance and knowledge base, as the co-attention context.

$$C_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)} = [B_{\theta}^{(k)}; C_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)}] U_{\theta}$$

where $[a; b]$ denotes the horizontal concatenation of the vectors a and b.

This step is repeated for all the k-utterances in the context history. We use $e^{(k)}$ to represent the encoded sentence. The final representation is obtained by passing all the previous k co-attended features through a hierarchical-encoder [4] model.

$$e^{(k)} = \text{BiLSTM}(C_{U_{\theta}}^{(k)})$$

3.4. Dual decoder

During a conversation, humans often rely on their background knowledge about the topic to generate appropriate responses. To ensure a similar approach in our model, we integrate relevant knowledge information during the decoding stage to improve response diversity.

This is done by utilizing the dialogue context to generate a response and incorporating the most correlated factual knowledge to assist in the response generation process.

To decode the responses, we adopt a dual decoder approach that sequentially processes the encoded context. The first decoder consists of four sub-parts, the initial being multi-head self-attention, followed by multi-head context attention in the second part. The third part involves multi-head attention on the last utterance, while the fourth part is a position-wise fully connected feed-forward network, just like before.

$$I_{p}^{k+1} = u_{i}^{(k+1)} = \{u_{0}^{(k+1)}, u_{1}^{(k+1)}, \ldots, u_{n}^{(k+1)}\}$$

$$E_{1}^{n} = \text{MultiHead}(I_{p}^{k+1}, I_{p}^{k+1}, I_{p}^{k+1})$$

$$F_{1}^{n} = \text{MultiHead}(E_{1}^{n}, e^{(k)}, c^{(k)})$$

$$G_{2}^{n} = \text{MultiHead}(F_{1}^{n}, S\text{A}_{d}(u^{(k)}), S\text{A}_{d}(u^{(k)}))$$

$$H_{1}^{n} = F F N(G_{2}^{(n)})$$

$$P(\tilde{y}_{i}) = P(\tilde{y}_{i} | u_{i}^{(k+1)}) = \text{softmax}(H_{1}^{n})$$

**Initially,** the second decoder of our architecture includes a layer of multi-head self-attention, which is followed by a decoder layer for multi-head knowledge attention, and finally, there is another decoder layer for multi-head attention on the outputs of the first decoder. The last sub-layer of the second decoder is a position-wise fully connected feed-forward network.

$$E_{2}^{n} = \text{MultiHead}(I_{p}^{k+1}, I_{p}^{k+1}, I_{p}^{k+1})$$

$$F_{2}^{n} = \text{MultiHead}(E_{2}^{n}, S\text{A}_{d}(u^{(k+1)}), S\text{A}_{d}(u^{(k+1)}))$$

$$G_{3}^{n} = \text{MultiHead}(F_{2}^{n}, S\text{A}_{d}(\tilde{y}_{i}^{(1)}), S\text{A}_{d}(\tilde{y}_{i}^{(1)}))$$

$$H_{2}^{n} = F F N(G_{3}^{(n)})$$

$$P(\tilde{y}_{i}) = P(\tilde{y}_{i} | u_{i}^{(k+1)}) = \text{softmax}(H_{2}^{n})$$

We use a binary classifier to determine the emotion associated with each utterance, with the classifier’s output based on the emotion labels. To accomplish this, we combine the predicted response $\tilde{y}_{i}^{(k+1)}$ with its correct emotion label $d^{(k+1)}$ in a joint hidden representation and feed it as a single input to the Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) hidden layer.
The binary classifier is trained on both true and fake examples, with true examples being those with correct emotion categories and fake examples being those with incorrect emotion categories. To generate the necessary samples, we used the topical chat and ISEAR datasets and set a threshold of 3070. We added additional instances from the ISEAR dataset to balance the number of instances in the disgusted, angry, and fearful classes, as they had fewer samples than the threshold value. We also added fake samples by randomly assigning non-neutral emotion classes to the remaining samples from the “Neutral” emotion class of the topical chat dataset. We collected a total of 22,792 fake samples, equal to the number of true samples. Table 2 displays the frequency of emotion classes in the topical chat dataset.

\[
D(y/U, E) = \sigma(MLP([g_{l+1}, h_{l+1}]))
\]

The notation \([\ ]\) means combining or joining two elements together, while \(\sigma\) refers to a specific mathematical function called the Sigmoid function.

**Training:** We aim to minimize the following loss similar to [8]:

\[
Loss = L_{mle1} + L_{mle2} + L_{classifier}
\]

\[
L_{mle1} = -\sum_{i=1}^{I} \log P(\hat{y}_{1:i})
\]

\[
L_{mle2} = -\sum_{i=1}^{I} \log P(\hat{y}_{2:i})
\]

\[
L_{classifier} = -\log(D(y/U, E)) - \log(1 - D(P(\hat{y}_{2:i})))
\]

4. Datasets and experimental setup

In this section, we present the datasets, baselines, and experimental results, along with the necessary analysis.

4.1. Dataset

We evaluate our model on two benchmark datasets, the Topical Chat dataset [10] and Document Grounded Conversations dataset [9].

4.1.1. Topical chat dataset

The dataset is grounded on external knowledge which is composed of multiple sentences for evaluating our proposed model. The dataset consists of approximately 11,000 conversations between two humans on topics such as politics, sports, fashion, books, music, general entertainment, science and technology, and movies. Some of the utterances were written by the annotators without any accompanying knowledge. The dataset includes information on the emotion associated with each utterance. The most common emotion labels are sad, surprised, angry, and neutral. The data is divided into five categories: train, valid frequently, valid rarely, test frequently, and test rarely. The Freqent and Rare sets contain entities (i.e., the topic of the conversation (Fashion, Politics, etc.) that were frequently and rarely seen in the training set, respectively. Table 3 provides the size details of the training, test, and validation dataset. The frequency of every emotion class is shown in Table 2.

4.1.2. Document grounded conversations dataset (CMU_DoG)

There are 72,922 utterances in the training set, 3,626 utterances in the validation, and 11,577 utterances in the testing set. The utterances are grounded on related topics like movie names, casts, introductions, ratings, and some scenes. The documents have an average length of around 200.

We utilize an emotion classifier based on BERT trained on the Topical Chat dataset utterances and the target utterances. Our model’s performance is evaluated on 200 sentences from the test set, and we attain an accuracy score of 0.78 overall. The dataset information is presented in Table 3.

It is important to note that a significant portion of the knowledge incorporated into our study originates from open-source Wikipedia pages, which are publicly available online. These Wikipedia documents serve as a valuable source of information, offering a diverse range of topics and ensuring the reliability and accuracy of the knowledge integrated into our system.

4.2. Baselines

We benchmark our model against various baselines, focusing on emotion-based, knowledge-based, and integrated emotion-knowledge dialogue tasks.

4.2.1. Knowledge grounded dialogue generation

1. **Know-Seq2Seq:** We first develop basic knowledge-grounded baseline models by extending traditional encoder–decoder architecture [3] with dot product attention [54] and feeding the dialogue utterances concatenated with the knowledge to the input to the model.
2. **Know-Transformer:** Our second baseline model is based on a multi-head attention mechanism [52] which was originally proposed for Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems. The input to the model is again the concatenation of utterances and the corresponding knowledge base.
3. **Know-HRED:** Our third baseline model is the extension of the hierarchical recurrent encoder–decoder model (HRED). In addition to the Seq2Seq model, it employs a context RNN which iteratively processes all the sentence vectors of a conversation and updates its hidden state after every sentence [55]. Every sentence vector is a representation of context utterance along with the grounded knowledge base.
4. **ITDD:** [8] Our subsequent baseline utilizes the generative Incremental Transformer with a Deliberation Decoder rooted in the transformer framework. This model incrementally constructs the representation of context utterances and knowledge sentences using a multi-head attention mechanism. The decoder has two stages: the initial focuses primarily on the conversational context, while the latter incorporates document knowledge to enhance the response generation.
5. **GPT – L_chat:** [56]: We use the OpenAI GPT-2 with 345 parameters as our fifth baseline model. We first concatenate all dialogue turns inside a dialogue into a long text, terminated by the end-of-text token, for each dialogue sample in the Topical Chat and CMU_DoG dataset, and then we optimize the model with the language modeling objective.
6. **ZRKG:** [36]: A double latent variable model is proposed that captures both the knowledge relating a context and response as well as the manner in which the knowledge is expressed. It also suggested a variational learning strategy to use outside knowledge sources as response generators.
7. **KnowledgeGPT**: [33] The KnowledgeGPT model employed a knowledge selection module, which reduces the redundant knowledge input with pertinent data by formalizing knowledge selection as a sequence prediction process, and an autoregressive GPT-2 model with policy gradient optimization networks.

8. **DiffKS**: [32] They suggest a strategy for selecting knowledge that is difference-aware. The difference between the candidate knowledge sentences offered during the current turn and those selected during the preceding turns is computed first. The differential information is then combined with or separated from the contextual information to aid in the choice of ultimate knowledge.

9. **KAT**: [35]: They proposed a knowledge-aware Transformer with a dynamic knowledge selection mechanism, which can completely utilize the external knowledge to produce fluent and insightful dialogue responses.

10. **STSC**: This specific model setup is a component of our Emo-Kb model, which exclusively utilizes the external knowledge connected to the utterances. It includes a self-attention section that encodes the knowledge sentences and utterances and utilizes the Co-attention Block to create a mutually dependent representation of the utterance and its connected knowledge base. Finally, it uses a decoder based on transformers to produce the responses.

**4.2.2. Emotion grounded dialogue generation**

1. **Emotional Chatting Machine**: [37]: Emotional grounding in dialogue models is captured using this model. It incorporates three mechanisms: emotion category embedding, internal emotion memory, and external memory into the existing seq2seq model.

2. **CAIRE**: [46]: The Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) in this system is modified using transfer learning to address an empathetic response generation challenge. It makes use of the GPT-2 model that has been previously trained in unsupervised settings on the BooksCorpus dataset.

3. **Emo-Transformer**: We developed the Emo-Transformer to encode the input utterances and solely use the emotion labels connected with them in order to better understand the function of our emotion discriminator, which is conditioned on the emotion labels associated with each utterance.

4. **Emo-and-knowledge grounded dialogue generation**

1. **EmoK-Seq2Seq**: For both emotion and knowledge-grounding, we begin by employing an emotion classifier to the traditional encoder–decoder architecture with dot product attention [54] in order to generate emotionally relevant responses. However, for knowledge grounding, we follow a similar architecture as Know-Seq2Seq and give as input the concatenated utterance and knowledge sentences.

2. **EmoK-Transformer**: Similarly, our second baseline is prepared by augmenting an emotion-specific classifier at the end of a multi-head attention-based transformer model to generate a response based on the emotion labels associated with each utterance. The input to the model however remains the same as before, merged utterance and knowledge sentences for knowledge-grounded generation.

3. **EmoK-HRED**: The HRED [4] model is extended to take both the knowledge and context utterances as input to engage the external knowledge for dialogue generation. It is further extended to include emotion labels also as input for training an end-to-end neural knowledge and emotion-grounded dialogue model.

4. **EmoK-ITDD**: We further extended the state-of-the-art KG-based incremental transformer ITDD [8] model to incorporate a classifier in order to produce responses based on the emotion labels associated with each utterance ultimately creating a baseline for knowledge and emotion grounded dialogue system.

5. **EmoKbGAN**: We adopt the cutting-edge EmoKbGAN model proposed by [7] as our baseline. This model leverages a GAN-based architecture to generate dialogues that are grounded in both knowledge and emotion. Instead of using the traditional Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) objective, EmoKbGAN utilizes multi-attribute discriminator training to supervise the training process.

**4.3. Experimental setup**

The input to the model is the previous three utterances termed the context history and their related text-based knowledge base. We use Glove word embedding [57] for representing the input sequences. For implementation, we use OpenNMT-py [58]. We set the hidden dimension to 512 for all the models. For our Seq2Seq and transformer-based models, we use a 3-layer encoder and decoder. In multi-head attention, the number of attention heads is 8, and the size of the hidden transformer feed-forward is 2,048. We use the ADAM optimizer [59] with a learning rate of 0.0001 and beam search with a beam width equal to 5 for generating responses. For replicating the state-of-the-art model, we use the code provided by [8].

**4.4. Evaluation metrics**

**4.4.1. Automatic evaluation**

In order to evaluate our generated response on both frequent and rare test sets, we use the standard metrics like BLEU [60], F1-score, perplexity (PPL) and n-gram diversity (Div.) [6]. Perplexity (PPL) is a measure used to evaluate the effectiveness of a probability model in predicting a sentence. Typically, a lower PPL suggests superior predictive performance. The BLEU score compares consecutive phrases of words in the generated and gold response. N-gram diversity is used as a measure of informativeness and diversity of sentences. We also compute the unigram F1-score, which is the difference between the model prediction and the ground truth responses. We use the validation set to report the perplexity scores. All the above metrics compare the predicted responses with the gold responses. Although it seems relevant to use human evaluation results for model comparisons as in open-domain settings one can have an adequate response which is completely different from the ground truth response. We still provide automatic evaluation results for a better understanding of the data. By assessing the emotional content of the predicted words using an accuracy metric, we may assess how well the emotion classifier performs.

---

1. [https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py](https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py)
2. [https://github.com/lizekang/ITDD](https://github.com/lizekang/ITDD)

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset details.</th>
<th>Topical chat</th>
<th>CMU_DoG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Conversation</td>
<td>8628</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Utterances</td>
<td>188,378</td>
<td>11,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. # of Turns</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a result, in order to evaluate the performance of our generation model, we additionally compute the emotional correctness of the generated answer using our pre-trained classifier. By leveraging the encoded context knowledge information to choose pertinent knowledge phrases, we also employ accuracy as a criterion to assess the relevance of the knowledge in the predicted response.

4.4.2. Human evaluation

To evaluate our proposed model, we generate 20 random sample conversations which contain a total of 436 utterances from the frequent test set of the Topical chat dataset for evaluation. For the Document Grounded Dataset, we again randomly sampled around 30 conversations containing 384 utterances for evaluation purposes. To ensure robustness in this assessment, we engaged two seasoned professionals equipped with post-graduate degrees to function as our human judgment annotators. These annotators are not only integral members of our research team, but they also possess an in-depth familiarity with projects akin to the present study, having been associated with them over the past three years. Both are employed on a regular basis in accordance with university norms, drawing a monthly remuneration of Rs 35,000. For each test case, the annotators were presented with model-generated responses juxtaposed with their human-constructed counterparts to facilitate a comprehensive evaluation. We evaluate the responses using the following metrics:

(i) Fluency: It is a property of a sentence through which we measure its grammatical complexity. (ii) Adequacy: It measures whether the generated response is in accordance with the context. (iii) Knowledge Relevance [5]: It checks whether the generated response is relevant in view of the associated knowledge base. (iv) Emotional Content: Emotional content refers to the extent to which the generated response conveys the intended or target emotion.

The scores for fluency, adequacy, and knowledge relevance range from 0 to 2, with 0 indicating an incomplete or incorrect sentence, 1 indicating a decent sentence, and 2 indicating a perfectly correct sentence. The emotional content is measured on a scale of 0 to 1, where 0 represents an incorrect sentence and 1 represents a correct sentence.

To assess the agreement between two annotators, the Fleiss’ kappa score [61] is calculated. The kappa scores for emotional content, knowledge relevance, fluency, and adequacy for the Topical chat dataset are 0.81, 0.72, 0.87, and 0.76, respectively, indicating “high agreement”. For the document-grounded conversation dataset, the kappa scores for emotional content, knowledge relevance, fluency, and adequacy are 0.78, 0.86, 0.71, and 0.68, respectively, also denoting “high agreement”.

5. Results and analysis

We have structured our experiments to address the following key questions:

1. Performance Comparison: How does the proposed method perform compared to state-of-the-art methods? This question will be thoroughly explored in automatic evaluations (Section 5.1), Ablation study (Section 5.5), and human evaluations (Section 5.2). Table 4 and Table 5 show the performance of various models on the test set of the two datasets, respectively. We provide a discussion on comparison with the state of the art in Section 5.6.
Table 5
On the Document Grounded Conversation dataset, experiment results were obtained using automatic and manual evaluation metrics for all models defined in Section 4.2. The boldface indicates the best results for each metric. The bolded result is after 30 epochs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>PPL</th>
<th>BLEU%</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Div.(n=1)</th>
<th>Div.(n=2)</th>
<th>Fluency</th>
<th>Adequacy</th>
<th>Emotional content</th>
<th>Knowledge relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge-Grounded Dialogue Generation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know-Seq2Seq</td>
<td>80.83</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know-Transformer</td>
<td>88.32</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know-HRED</td>
<td>81.14</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITDD [8]</td>
<td>37.06</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT − 2 [156]</td>
<td>17.83</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiHRS [32]</td>
<td>45.50</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZRKGC [36]</td>
<td>54.50</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAT [35]</td>
<td>22.53</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KnowedGPT [33]</td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSC</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emotion-Grounded Dialogue Generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>PPL</th>
<th>BLEU%</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Div.(n=1)</th>
<th>Div.(n=2)</th>
<th>Fluency</th>
<th>Adequacy</th>
<th>Emotional content</th>
<th>Knowledge relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EmoK-Seq2Seq</td>
<td>77.67</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoK-Transformer</td>
<td>70.35</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoK-HRED</td>
<td>79.12</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoK-ITDD</td>
<td>33.39</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.203</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoK-GAN</td>
<td>38.50</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-STSC</td>
<td>38.81</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>PPL</th>
<th>BLEU%</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Div.(n=1)</th>
<th>Div.(n=2)</th>
<th>Fluency</th>
<th>Adequacy</th>
<th>Emotional content</th>
<th>Knowledge relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STSC-EC</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSC-DD</td>
<td>30.32</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSC-coattnB</td>
<td>37.88</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.234</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Statistical Significance: To ensure the reliability of our results, we delve into the statistical significance of our findings in Section 5.3.

3. Case Studies: To provide deeper insights into the real-world applicability and nuances of our method, we present case studies in Section 5.4, illustrating the performance of the proposed methods.

5.1. Automatic evaluation results

As our experimental setup is primarily divided into three sections, KGDDG (Knowledge-Grounded Dialogue Generation), EKGDDG (Emotion-Grounded Dialogue Generation), and EKGDDG (Emotion-and-Emotion Grounded Dialogue Generation), we carry out our study separately for each section. Table 4 reports evaluation results on Test Freq and Test Rare of Topical Chat, and Table 5 reports evaluation results on CMU_DoG. For the knowledge-dependent study, in Table 4, we follow from the n-gram diversity scores that the proposed STSC model for the sub-task of KGDDG, despite being inferior to several of the baseline models, has high unigram and bigram diversities on both the frequent and rare test set, demonstrating that the decoded responses have a high level of diversity and informativeness. In particular, when compared to other state-of-the-art models for the task of KGDDG, STSC, which solely uses grounded knowledge, outperforms ITDD, GPT-2, ZRKGC, KnowledGPT, DiffKS, and KAT.

We observe from Table 4 that on the topical chat dataset, KnowledGPT obtains the highest F1 scores of 0.16/0.16 and BLEU score of 1.12/0.80 on the freq and rare test set of Topical chat dataset among the baselines, whereas the STSC model outperforms the best baselines with a BLEU and F1 score of 1.14/0.84 and 0.25/0.22, respectively. This observation suggests that the co-attention mechanism offers a simple yet effective way to improve the encoding of the knowledge base and context utterances in order to produce more engaging responses. This is in contrast to the KnowledGPT model, which uses knowledge selection as a technique to select relevant knowledge that may not always be correct and thereby lead to erroneous responses.

For the sub-task of emotion-grounded dialogue generation using the Topical Chat dataset, we may again observe in Table 4, that our proposed model with only the emotion module and without any external knowledge, i.e., Emo-Transformer model outperforms the state of the art, ECM and CAiRE models on Diversity, F1 and BLEU scores. It is interesting to note that even though the best baseline viz. the CAiRE model uses a large pre-trained language model, learning from a discriminator produces better performance. All the models with the prefix “Emo” utilize the class labels as emotions and tend to perform better with higher BLEU and F1 scores. We can infer from the results above that the co-attention-based response generation model can be guided by learning from binary classifiers to generate relevant replies in accordance with the target emotions.

The joint training model viz. the knowledge-and-emotion grounded model (Emo-STSC), outperforms the results in both separate sub-tasks on the Topical Chat dataset viz. KGDDG and EKGDDG. This experiment is conducted to study the effect of guided learning by leveraging information from multiple sources (i.e., emotion and knowledge). It can be observed that the results for all the metrics improve, except perplexity. This is due to the fact that PPL is determined using real data from test sets, making models learned by fitting the same or a related distribution more favourable on the measure. Also, since many of the models, such as GPT-2 are models pre-trained on large data, it limits the model’s performance and prevents it from picking up contextual understanding, which lowers the baseline models’ BLEU and F1 scores as shown in Table 4.

Additionally, we run tests to see how well the suggested approach performs with datasets that have many fewer sample conversations. We perform experiments on the CMU_DoG having 3K conversations which is 1/3rd of the Topical chat dataset. We observed that our proposed Emo-STSC performs better on the Topical Chat dataset than Document Grounded viz. CMU_DoG dataset. From Table 5, we observed that our proposed STSC model obtains the highest BLEU and F1 scores for the knowledge-grounded subtask. We also observe for the emotion grounded subtask viz. EKGDDG, our proposed model (Emo-Transformer) outperforms the baseline, ECM and CAiRE models. Since, in CMU_DoG, the crowd-workers do not refer to external knowledge as much as those workers do in Topical Chat when they form the responses.
Hence, the joint learning of emotion and knowledge, i.e., the EKGDG experiments result in outperforming the state-of-the-art scores on the individual tasks. The co-attention step and dual decoding step are advantageous because they enable the fusion of knowledge into conversational context information, which improves the use of representations obtained from transformer models. Moreover, by using the dual decoding step, we can benefit from the knowledge output gradually. The ablation models’ lower perplexity ratings provide additional evidence of their capacity to produce better responses.

We obtain an emotional classification accuracy of 0.78 and 0.73 on the Topical Chat and CMU_DoG datasets, respectively for our proposed approach. We also obtain an accuracy of 0.69 and 0.73 for knowledge selection by our encoder model as described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 on the test set of both Topical Chat and CMU_DoG dataset.

5.2. Human evaluation results

For determining the quality of the responses, human evaluation is just as important as automatic evaluation. Since human evaluation is expensive, we only assess the Topical Chat dataset’s frequent test. We compare our baseline and suggested approach using the human assessment metrics for the tasks (KGDG, EGDG, and EKGDG). In Tables 4 and 5, we present the results of the human evaluation for all the tasks, baselines, and the proposed model for both datasets. An important statistic to assess the responses is fluency, which ensures that the grammar is correct. Due to the Know-Transformer model’s use of the straightforward fusion approach of concatenation in this framework, it generates the lowest fluency scores for the task of knowledge-based conversation generation. The models such as DiffKS and KAT, show high scores for fluency denoting efficient fusion methods used in the frameworks. However, as seen in Tables 4 and 5, our proposed STSC framework outperforms the baseline models by achieving the highest scores for fluent responses with an increase of approximately 8% on both datasets.

Similar to this, the suggested framework for the adequacy metric indicates an improvement of roughly 2 points over the baseline techniques. This may indicate that the suggested framework produces contextually appropriate responses. The generated responses are evaluated in accordance with the designated modalities because the focus of the current work is on knowledge and emotion. The results, which are displayed in Tables 4 and 5, clearly demonstrate that the suggested framework produces responses that are relevant to the stated modalities with a Knowledge Relevance score of 0.55 and 0.60, respectively for both the dataset. The results presented in Tables 4 and 5 demonstrate that the proposed STSC framework outperforms the baseline models in terms of fluency scores by approximately 8% on both datasets. Additionally, the emotional metric shows an improvement of about 1 point compared to the KnowledGPT and ITDD baselines on both the Topical Chat and CMU_DoG datasets. These findings suggest that incorporating knowledge information in the frameworks leads to better human evaluation performance.

In the case of Emotion-Grounded Dialogue Generation, it is evident from the results in Tables 4 and 5 that discriminator-based approaches outperform the traditional frameworks in terms of human evaluation also. This is primarily due to the networks’ improved guiding abilities, which can produce responses that are consistent with the attribute. By revealing more about the speaker’s preferences and mood, the emotional information enhances performance by limiting the generation of responses to the emotion being discussed. As a result, according to the Emotional Content metric, our proposed framework with the emotion information and classifier network outperforms baseline approaches like ECM and CAiRE by 1%–2% on both datasets. The generated responses are not only fluent and pertinent but also congruent with the emotion description, according to the human evaluation.

For the third task of Emotion-and-Knowledge Grounded Generation, in terms of all the human evaluation metric scores on both the Topical Chat and CMU_DoG dataset, our proposed model Emo-STSC demonstrates superior performance when compared to the other baseline models, as illustrated in Tables 4 and 5. On observing the manual evaluation scores, we find that most of the responses from our proposed model (Emo-STSC) are readable and highly coherent with a score of 1.89 and 1.20 on the Topical Chat dataset and a score of 1.80 and 1.25 on the CMU_DoG dataset when they exploit both the available knowledge and emotion attributes. We ensure that our responses are both fluent and understandable by comparing the fluency and adequacy scores of our model to those of the baseline models. Additionally, we evaluate the emotional content score and knowledge relevance score to confirm that our generated responses are both emotionally appropriate and accurately grounded in the given knowledge. On the other hand, our Emo-ITDD and STSC-EC models have also achieved good scores on all four measures, indicating an overall performance improvement by using the respective modules (co-attention and emotion classifier) in the architectures with respect to the ITDD model.

5.3. Statistical significance test

For the KGDG task, the improvement in scores of the STSC model is statistically significant when compared with the best baseline model, i.e., KnowledGPT and ITDD models for the BLEU, F1 scores and human evaluation metric scores on the Topical Chat dataset as shown in Table 4, and is also statistically significant when compared to the best baseline model, i.e., KnowledGPT and ITDD models for the BLEU, F1, Diversity and human evaluation metric scores on the CMU_DoG dataset as shown in Table 5. We test this by performing statistical significance tests (t-test) [62], and it is conducted at 5% (0.05) significance level.

For the EGDG task, we perform a statistical significance test (T-test) on the obtained results and observe that performance improvement in the proposed model over the state of the art, ECM and CAiRE model on all the metrics of automatic and human evaluation is significant with 95% confidence (i.e. p-value ≤ 0.05) on both the datasets, Topical Chat and CMU_DoG.

Significance tests were conducted between the best results and other competitors on the EKGDG tasks also, with t-test for F1, Diversity on a freq dataset of Topical Chat; BLEU, F1, Div(n=1) on CMU_DoG and human evaluation scores on both the dataset. The experiment was statistically significant as they indicated p-value ≤ 0.05/0.005.

5.4. Detailed analysis

We perform a detailed qualitative analysis of the responses to further analyse the outputs generated from our proposed model. We show predictions from the state-of-the-art systems from each task such as ITDD, and KnowledGPT, for KGDG; CAiRE from EGDG and Emo-ITDD, and Emo-STSC from EKGDG. In Table 6, we observe in the first example that, Emo-STSC generates an adequate as well as an emotionally relevant response, whereas Emo-ITDD generates responses that are fluent but is inconsistent with the associated facts. In the example of Table 7, we observe factual as well as emotional inconsistency by the Emo-ITDD model. The performance improvement by our proposed approach might be attributed to the bidirectional attention mechanism that is based on a shared similarity matrix and operates in two directions, viz. knowledge-to-utterance as well as utterance-to-knowledge, and efficiently combines the utterance and knowledge to create a feature vector that generates responses that are both relevant in context and emotional. Along with a binary classifier that aids in the model’s generation of an informed and emotion-controlled response, the second decoder also effectively learns from the knowledge base during decoding. Similar behaviour was observed for the CMU_DoG dataset as shown in Tables 8 and 9.
Table 6
Some sample responses generated by the baseline and proposed models on our test set from the Topical chat dataset. The sentence used from the corresponding knowledge base is highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utterance 1</th>
<th>Utterance 2</th>
<th>Utterance 3</th>
<th>Utterance 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>do you like football?</td>
<td>I sure do. Did you know U of Iowa painted the visitor locker room pink?</td>
<td>I wonder if it is supposed to have some effect on them.</td>
<td>I wonder too. Did you know bowlers made more than football players in the 60s?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gold)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gold)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-STSC</td>
<td>I wonder too. Did you know bowlers made more than football players?</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-STSC-F</td>
<td>Good point. Did you know bowlers made more than football players?</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-ITDD</td>
<td>Good point. Did you know who BenJarvus Green-Ellis is?</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITDD</td>
<td>Yeah. Do you know who BenJarvus Green-Ellis is?</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KnowledGPT</td>
<td>Good point. Did you know bowlers made more than football players?</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSC</td>
<td>Good point. Did you know who BenJarvus Green-Ellis is?</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIRe</td>
<td>I love watching football.</td>
<td>Emotion: Happy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-Transformer</td>
<td>I wonder if they painted the locker room pink.</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoKbGAN</td>
<td>university of iowa’s locker room is painted pink.</td>
<td>Emotion: Neutral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChatGPT</td>
<td>That’s interesting. Football is a fascinating sport with different variations depending on the regional context. The fact about the University of Iowa painting the visitor locker room pink is intriguing; I wonder if there’s any significance or effect on the visiting teams. Speaking of football facts, did you know that top bowlers used to earn more than top football stars in the 1960s? Another surprising fact is that the highest score ever in a football game was in 1916, where Georgia Tech defeated Cumberland 222-0. Also, ESPN won an Emmy for creating the superimposed yellow line that represents the first down line for American football games. Another fun fact is that BenJarvus Green-Ellis, a former Patriots running back, has never fumbled the football in his NFL career.</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
Some sample responses generated by the baseline and proposed models on our test set from the Topical chat dataset. Sentence used from the corresponding knowledge base is highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utterance 1</th>
<th>Utterance 2</th>
<th>Utterance 3</th>
<th>Utterance 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I get that, especially when there is only 11 min of action in a game. I guess the rest is commercials?</td>
<td>Isn’t that crazy that it’s such a short amount of time for something they drag out of 3 hours?</td>
<td>I know! They sure do milk it for all its worth.</td>
<td>ESPN won an emmy for creating the superimposed yellow first down line on tv. That has been a good addition to watching games.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-STSC</td>
<td>Yes it was a long time ago, I wonder how long it took.</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-STSC-F</td>
<td>Yes i like tv too.</td>
<td>Emotion: Happy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-ITDD</td>
<td>It is very true, but I think it’s crazy that there is only 11 min of live gameplay!</td>
<td>Emotion: Surprised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITDD</td>
<td>It’s surprising that the average NFL game only has 11 min of live gameplay!</td>
<td>Emotion: Happy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KnowledGPT</td>
<td>That is true, ESPN won an emmy for creating the superimposed yellow line.</td>
<td>Emotion: Neutral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSC</td>
<td>I think that is a good point. Did you know that the NFL uses tracking chips embedded in players shoulder pads.</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAIRe</td>
<td>Yes i know that.</td>
<td>Emotion: Neutral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emo-Transformer</td>
<td>Did you know that?</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoKbGAN</td>
<td>Did you know that the average lifetime earnings of an engineer is higher than the average lifetime earnings of an NFL player</td>
<td>Emotion: Curious to Dive deeper</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChatGPT</td>
<td>Sure, it may seem crazy, but that’s just the way it is. interestingly enough, did you know that engineers actually earn more on average than NFL players? And that’s not the only surprising fact about the NFL. Despite the short duration of live gameplay, the league is one of the most popular professional sports in North America and attracts a huge audience. So while it may be “milked” for all it’s worth, it’s also a source of happiness and excitement for many people.</td>
<td>Emotion: Happy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge Base: Football is a family of team sports that involve, to varying degrees, kicking a ball to score a goal. Unqualified, the word football is understood to refer to whichever form of football is the most popular in the regional context in which the word appears. Sports commonly called football in certain places include association football (known as soccer in some countries); gridiron football (specifically American football or Canadian football); Australian rules football; rugby football (either rugby league or rugby union); and Gaelic football. These different variations of football are known as football codes. The University of Iowa’s locker room for visiting football teams is completely painted pink. In the 1960’s top bowlers made twice as much as top football stars. That the highest score ever in a football game occurred in 1916 when Georgia Tech defeated Cumberland 222-0 ESPN won an emmy for the creation of the superimposed yellow line representing the first down line for American football games. Former Patriots RB BenJarvus Green-Ellis has never fumbled the football in his NFL career.
Furthermore, our proposed model is capable of generating smooth and satisfactory sentences such as "It was nice chatting with you" or "Have a great day". In the instance of the baseline models, the ITDD and KnowledGPT, we observe that while these models are capable of generating responses based on external knowledge, they lack the participation necessary for communication and as a result, the responses get a little monotonous. When compared to these systems, our developed STSC model gives a considerably good performance by generating highly relevant responses as shown in Tables 6 and 7 and Tables 8 and 9 on the Topical Chat and CMU_DoG dataset. From the examples given, it is also clear that the baseline CAIRE and Emo-Transformer approaches produce responses that are emotionally consistent but are not factually accurate since they lack the necessary knowledge and information. The dialogue becomes less interactive as a result. However, our proposed Emo-Transformer model outperforms the CAIRE model by generating more emotionally satisfying responses. There are also some cases where our model fails to generate desirable responses. Our manual analysis reveals that a large percentage of errors is shown by out-of-context ground truth responses.

In the example of Table 7, we may note that the ground truth response does not fall in line with the context utterances and hence, we observe a drop in the prediction of such responses. Therefore, we can conclude that there is still ample room for enhancing the models. To exhibit the efficacy of the dual decoder, we compare the outcomes of the first and second decoders. All the tables, viz. Tables 6–9 feature the response generated by the first decoder (Emo-STSC-F), demonstrating the improvement brought about by the second decoder. In both cases, the second decoder leverages more comprehensive knowledge than the first one. Similarly, for the document-grounded conversations dataset, we have shown examples for the above-discussed cases. Inconsistency in the generated responses can also be attributed to the fact that there are errors in the annotation of emotion labels for the utterances. As seen in Table 9 Utterance 4 in the example should be labelled with 'Surprised' emotion which is here getting confused with the 'Disgusted' emotion. We also show responses from ChatGPT in Tables 6–9. We use the following instruction for this EKGDG task: Would you like to attempt generating a dialogue turn? You can produce only one turn in response to mine, and please make sure to incorporate the knowledge of XXX.
for reference and convey a particular emotion YYY in your generated response. Although the responses generated by ChatGPT were deemed to be of high quality, they did not match the gold responses exactly. The model tended to generate additional information, which included content from its parametrized knowledge injected during pretraining.

5.5. Ablation study

To evaluate how the individual modules influence the efficiency of the model (Tables 4 and 5), we compare our proposed approach with the following variants:

(i) **STSC-coatnB**: We conduct experiments with only the Self-Attention Block for encoding the dialogue and knowledge sentences. For this experiment, we simply combine the utterance and knowledge encoding rather than employing the Step-wise Co-attention Block. We decode the responses using the dual decoder as proposed in Section 3.4. This is done to show how effective Step-Wise Co-attention Block is in encoding all of the conversation’s implicit references. We observe a significant decrease in both BLEU and F1 scores for the Topical Chat and CMU_DoG dataset.

(ii) **STSC-DD**: Dual decoding is essential for generating insightful responses while decoding the response. We remove this module, as explained in Section 3.4, to demonstrate its utility. Both BLEU and F1 scores are significantly lowered as a result of this.

(iii) **STSC-EC**: Our final ablation model is the emotion-independent setup which is similar to the proposed knowledge grounded STSC model as described previously. This model evaluates the performance of the Emo-STSC model without the emotion classifier. We see a significant drop in scores here as well for both the datasets.

5.6. Model comparison with state of the art

We give comparisons with some of the most recent state-of-the-art methodologies in relation to the open-domain dialogue system in Tables 4 and 5 to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed network. In order to conduct a thorough study, we contrast our suggested strategy with regard to all of the tasks: EGDG, KGDG, and EKGDG.

For the first task of knowledge-grounded dialogue generation, we start by comparing our model with the state-of-the-art model ITDD [8]. The ITDD model has an F1-score of 0.23/0.19 and a BLEU score of 1.04/0.88. Our STSC model performs better than the ITDD model with a BLEU score of 1.14 on the test frequent dataset and an F1-score of 0.25/0.22 on the topical chat dataset, as shown in Table 4. On the CMU_DoG dataset (Table 5), ITDD obtains a BLEU score of 1.08 and an F1-score of 0.18. Our proposed framework, shows improvement in terms of F1-score. Later, we also compare our method with the pre-trained auto-regressive model, i.e., \( GPT - 2_{\text{finetune}} \) compared to which our model shows improvement with respect to all metrics on both the datasets. The \( GPT - 2_{\text{finetune}} \) model uses a straight-forward method of concatenating knowledge information in their framework for generating the responses, whereas we use a step-wise co-attention based method that has a greater potential to gather correlations for better response generation. This is the main cause of the degradation in performance of the pretrained GPT-2 model.

As [36] proposes a double latent variable architecture, we use the readily accessible implementation\(^3\) to conduct experiments on our freshly constructed dataset. According to evaluation results, both of our suggested frameworks STSC and Emo-STSC perform better than the current methodology across the board. The decoder suggested in [36] is unable to produce specific and pertinent responses since it lacks proper knowledge infusion methods. Similar to this, our suggested co-attention based dual decoder model demonstrates an improvement of 5% in the F1 score on both datasets compared to [32].

When compared to the difference aware model, the quality of responses is improved by the capacity to produce responses with the effective knowledge representation from our suggested co-attention module. Finally, we compare our proposed approach with two other approaches [33,35] that fuses knowledge information by using the knowledge selection models and in weakly unsupervised settings for generating responses using the available implementation.\(^4\) The table demonstrates that on both the Topical Chat and CMU_DoG datasets, the step-wise fusion technique beats the two alternatives. The improvement is a result of the conversation’s several layers of information extraction being successfully combined to produce precise and consistent responses. On the task of emotion-grounded dialogue generation, it is evident from Tables 4 and 5 that by using a binary classifier to fuse emotion information into transformer-based architectures, we see improvement in comparison to the ECM [37] and CAIRE [46] frameworks on both the datasets. This may be due to the fact that the emotion classifier, as opposed to the RNN-based ECM model, has stronger guidance and style transfer capabilities. Contrarily, CAIRE’s performance somewhat deteriorates in comparison to our discriminator-based method. The plausible explanation is that the authors of CAIRE [46] exclusively depend on the information provided by the pretrained language model and do not use any feedback systems for the generation of emotional responses.

In terms of all metrics, our suggested framework, Emo-STSC, performs better than the individual models for the tasks of emotion and knowledge-based generation, especially because it can concentrate on the right emotion and facts because the information is sent directly to the decoder. Additionally, our suggested framework’s step-wise co-attention module, which captures the hierarchy in dialogue, gives a better conversational context than the baseline models. By conducting this analysis, we can conclude that our proposed framework surpasses the existing methods that are based solely on knowledge or emotion by being able to generate responses that are centred on both knowledge and emotion. These responses can effectively interact and adjust with the mood and behaviour of the agent in an open-domain dialogue setting. Emo-STSC shows competitive performance on perplexity, BLEU, F1 and diversity scores as well as on fluency, adequacy, emotional accuracy, and knowledge relevance. This suggests that a co-attention mechanism on the encoder side does help improve the generation process with a dual decoder and a classifier network to guide the training process according to relevant emotions. On our Topical Chat and CMU_DoG datasets, we see improvements of almost 2%–3% in terms of F1 scores from the existing knowledge and emotion-based approaches as designed and described in Section 4.2.

Additionally, the original paper [10] proposed a transformer-based model. It should be noted, however, that they, like us, did not focus on modelling the hierarchy between the context utterance and instead simply concatenated the context utterances and passed them as a single sequence into the transformer model. They discovered an F1-score of 0.22/0.20 on the frequent and rare test sets, respectively. On our proposed (Emo-STSC) model, we achieve a score of 0.25/0.22 for our task of emotion and knowledge controlled dialogue generation.

6. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have proposed an end-to-end neural network architecture for modelling knowledge-grounded conversations based on the dynamic co-attention network and an emotion classifier to model the emotions associated with each utterance. Our STSC model consists of a co-attention encoder which learns co-dependent representations of the utterances and of the relevant knowledge document, and a two-pass decoder which iteratively estimates the response.

---

\(^3\) [https://github.com/nlpxucan/ZRKGC](https://github.com/nlpxucan/ZRKGC)

\(^4\) [https://github.com/neukg/KAT-TSLF](https://github.com/neukg/KAT-TSLF); [https://github.com/zhaoxlpku/KnowledGPT](https://github.com/zhaoxlpku/KnowledGPT)
We have empirically shown that the iterative quality of the model helps in readressing the predictions by picking up from the initial local maximum. We evaluate our models on two datasets, Topical Chat dataset [10] and Document Grounded Conversations Dataset [9]. Both automatic and human-based metrics show encouraging performance when generating emotionally relevant and factually correct responses on both datasets.

While transformer architectures like BERT have achieved remarkable success in various NLP tasks, especially classification, adapting them for generation tasks can be less straightforward. BERT, by design, is more attuned to classification tasks, and utilizing its pretrained weights directly for generation might not always yield optimal results. Therefore, while the integration of transformer-based embeddings holds potential, we approach this with caution, especially considering the potential inefficiencies of directly leveraging pretrained BERT weights for our generation-focused task. In future iterations, we aim to explore strategies to adapt transformer-based models more effectively for response generation, possibly by augmenting them with other architectures or through specialized fine-tuning.

Many natural language processing tasks require commonsense knowledge [63]. Because commonsense knowledge is the collection of background information people are meant to know and utilize during a discussion in open-domain conversational systems. In the future, we plan to leverage affective commonsense knowledge graphs, such as SenticNet [64], to investigate whether these can better comprehend the background information of a given utterance and make the response generation easier. In our experimental data usually, there are two agents involved between whom the conversation takes place. Capturing their dynamic personality in a dialogue introduces more variety in the responses. We aim to extend our work to datasets grounded on several other attributes like persona [65].

Finally, we plan to implement different reasoning strategies including parallel analogy, attempt to reduce the symbol grounding problem, explore different similarity measures, and endow the chatbot with intention awareness [66] in order to get one step closer to human-like dialogue systems.
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